Today's digital radiography systems mostly use unsharp maskinglike en-hancement algorithms based on splitting input images into two or three frequency channels. This method allows fine detail enhancement as well as processing of global contrast (harmonization). However, structures of medium size are not accessible. In extension of a standard algorithm of such type, we develop and test a new enhancement algorithm based on hierarchically repeated unsharp masking, resulting in a multiscale architecture allowing consistent access to structures of all sizes. Our algorithm decomposes a radiograph by a pyramid-architecture, dividing it into eight or more channels representing structures of different sizes, known as "scales." At each scale, weakly contrasting structures are then enhanced by suitable nonlinear processing. We emphasize two points: first, backward compatibility to the standard algorithm which is used routinely in clinical practice. This allows reuse of current parametrization know-how as well as a smooth transition from current to new processing. Second, our enhancement is noise-resistant in the sense that it prevents unacceptable noise amplification. A prototype implementation of the algorithm is undergoing trials in the clinical routine of radiology departments of major German hospitals. 
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I. INTRODUCTION
Radiographs often contain large variations of radiographic densiry together with detail information of only very weak contrast. For instance, in a chest image mediastinum and thoracic spine absorb strongly, while the lungs are almost x-ray transparent. A similar situation occurs when imaging metal implants, like artificial hip joints, which exhibit a very large x-ray attenuation relative to surrounding tissue. Hardor softcopy display of such images then often faces the dilemma of having to reproduce these large variations without clipping, while at the same time subtle details, like lung nodules, must remain visible.
In digital radiography, these conflicting requirements can be reconciled by suitable digital processing before image display, e.g., on film or on a monitor.l-3 Most present systems separate the image into two (or three) frequency bands.a's As the large intensity variations occur predominantly over low spatial frequencies, information in the low-frequency channel is attenuated relative to higher spatial frequencies (harmonization, dynamic range equalization).2'6 Subtle details then occupv relatively larger portions of the available dynamic range, hence making them better visible. A potential third channel contains very high spatial-frequencies, allowing edge sharpening or noise reduction.)-/ Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) studies show that detail perception can indeed be improved by appropriate processing.l While these image enhancement methods have been tuned towards considerable performance over the years, improved image decomposition techniques, like waveletsö and pyramids,e'lo have emerged. These multiscale techniques decompose images into several frequency channels. The advantage of these decomposition techniques is that structures of different size appear separately in different scales, and can be processed independently. This concept was applied to television images in Ref. 11 , where the Laplacian pyramide was used for decomposition. Coefficients on each scale were then subjected to an odd nonlinear enhancement function. Applications of this concept to clinical radiographs are described, for instance, in Ref. 12 and 13. In Ref. 12 , the input images are decomposed by a redundant dyadic wavelet transform (RDWT). Wavelet coefficients are enhanced by an odd nonlinear and monotonically increasing enhancement function, which is made up of piecewise linear functions. The prime application area of the algorithm is mammography. In Ref.
13, scales are generated by the Laplacian pyramid in the same manner as in Ref. 11. (Note that Fan and Laine in Ref. 12 also selected a Laplacian filter rather than a gradient-type filter to use in the RDWT of their algorithm.) As in Ref. 11, a nonlinearity is applied toward the end of equalizing detail amplitude at each scale in radiographs, achieving appreciable results.
However, when applied to (digital) radiographs, we found FIc. 1. Two-step unsharp-masking-based processing.
that these approaches are similarly sensitive to noise as unsharp masking-based algorithms. The reason for this is that the finest scale is more or less equivalent to the highfrequency channel of the described standard processing (cf. Refs. 12 and 14), where noise is most critical, A prominent issue in the development of our algorithm therefore is robustness against noise. To avoid loss of weakly contrasting detail information, we have refrained from integrating genuine denoising into our approach, as is done in, e.9., Ref. 12, by wavelet coefficient shrinkage. lnstead, we seek to prevent unacceptable noise amplification during image enhancement. Special attention was paid to this point when designing the enhancement function and the processing strategy for the finest scales.
Another important issue is that we have developed our algorithm as an extension of a linear unsharp masking algorithm for harmonization and edge enhancement, which is used routinely in clinical practice. In particular, our algorithm is almost fully backwards compatible. This was achieved by regarding multiscale processing as hierarchically repeated unsharp masking, and mapping the existing algorithm on a multiscale structure. This is convenient for two reasons: first, parameters of the unsharp masking algorithm have direct counterparts in the new processing" This allows reuse of the parametrization know-how accumulated over the years in a radiology department. Second, it enables a smooth transition from the current algorithm to the new processing, rather than confronting radiologists with a completely new appearance of their images.
In the following, we first describe how our multiscale algorithm evolves from the linear unsharp masking algorithm. We then design the nonlinear enhancement function. Then, the method used to contain noise is developed. Before concluding, we give details of a clinical setup of our algorithm and some preliminary results of an ongoing clinical application.
II. FROM UNSHARP MASKING TO MULTISCALE PROCESSING
We start with the following reference algorithm, which is used routinely in storage phosphor systems.o As shown in Fig. I , the algorithm consists of two steps. First, a slightly blurred version 16t*r.6 is generated from the input image 1o." by convolution with a small box kernel of size 3X3 pixels, which is then subtracted from the original. The resulting high-frequency image 1"6r. contains mostly edge information, and is enhanced by a constant sharpness factor SFor. Adding the enhanced highpass data to 161*.6 results in a processing result with increased perceived sharpness (edge enhancement). In the second step, a large box kernel-e.g., 20lx20l
pixels for a 2kx2k-radiograph-is applied to separate middle and high spatial frequencies (contrast information, 1.on**J from the very low ones. Subjecting /"on,.o., to a contrast factor CFu. amplifies contrast information relative to the large and low-frequency density variations I6n"io 1ur-monization). Note that nonlinear amplification as in Ref. 7 is easily introduced into this structure by density-or contrastdependent gain factors (see dotted lines in Fig. 1 ).
When one intends to enhance primarily low contrast by a nonlinear gain, this algorithm obviously allows separate access only to fine detail and low-frequency information. Medium-sized structures remain grouped together in 1"oo6*1 , which comprises a broad frequency band. To exploit the full potential of nonlinear processing for structures of arbitrary size, it is required to split up this frequency band further. For convenience, we seek to hierarchically continue the edge enhancement operation, where, to avoid an impractical increase in the amount of data, each filtered image is subsampled. Subsampling leads to the following modifications marked A, B, and C in B,C: For subtraction from the original image as well as addition in the reconstruction path, this image is expanded again, i.e. zeros are inserted between the available samples (l) followed by another low pass.
Ideally, the low pass preceding the subsampling should cut off at half the Nyquist frequency. For practical reasons, only small filter kernels-like 3X3 or 5X5 binomial kemels-are used, thus introducing some aliasing into the subsampled images. Since aliasing cancels out during reconstruction, this is not critical. This balance between produced and cancelled aliasing is disturbed by subband processing but generally not to a severe degree. Subsampling generates an image /o.e,sr of half-size in each dimension, representing the spatial frequencies up to half the Nyquist frequency of the original image. The image itself, however, contains spatial frequencies up to the original Nyquist frequency, because subsampling has doubled all actually present frequencies. 1o.".51 thus is a sharp but smaller image, the edges of which correspond to larger structures in the original. Therefore, the same filter as already used in Fig. 2 can be utilized at A' to process 1o.",51 . Repeating this nesting of unsharp-masking operations n times leads to the decomposition in Fig. 3 , known as the Laplacian pyramid.v Subsampling serves the double purpose of avoiding unnecessary increase of the amount of data, and allowing the use of the same small low-pass kernel throughout all levels of the pyramid. In the following, the difference images will be referred to as subband images, subbands, or scales.
For backward compatibility, the reference algorithm is easily mapped to the pyramid. Using 3X3 binonual filter kernels at each pyramid level, the finest, uppermost level of the pyramid 1"6r"6 is almost equivalent to the edge image 1"6"" of Fig. 1 . The number of pyramid levels needed is determined by requiring the (expanded) low-pass level generated within the pyramid to be approximately equivalent to 16.n.1o in Fig. 1 . The transfer function of the pyramid to the low-pass level should hence approximate the spectrum of the large box kernel. The spectrum H(u) of a box kernel filter of length N is given by
The low-pass filter chosen for the pyramid is a separable binomial filter of size 3x3 pixels, based on the onedimensional kernel [0. 25, 0.5 0.25] . Its spectrum G1@) is given by
Applying this kernel recursively in an n-level pyramid including frequency doubling caused by subsampling yields the transfer function to the low-pass level of the pyramid. To obtain the transfer function for the expanded low-pass level, G1(u) must be squared since pyramid reconstruction applies the same sequence of filters again, yielding Ftc. 4. Comparison of the modulus spectrum lä1u;l of a one-dimensional box kernel to a pyramid transfer function G(r) considering on_ly the lowpass level. The length of the box kemel is N=201 pixels. The pyramid consists of eight levels, each using a binomial kernel with a length of 3 pixels.
Aliasing was neglected throughout to simplify the calculation. As Fig. 4 shows, the spectrum of a box kernel of size N:201 can be approximated by a pyramid consisting of eight levels. The low-pass subband image remains unchanged. Unsharp masking algorithms with density-or contrast-dependent nonlinear gain are mapped similarly by applying the gain characteristics to the corresponding pyramid levels. Note that a similar relation between unsharp masking and RDWT linear enhancement is discussed in Ref. 72, where, however, it was not necessary to consider subsampling. As the number n of levels needed here turns out to be rather large (n:8), RDWT is impractical since it would increase the data volume by a factor of 7, whereas the Laplacian pyramid generates an increase of less than a third. This point is of particular importance with respect to the forthcoming introduction of solid state detectorsl5 capable of acquiring images up to 3kX3,t pixels.
III. THE ENHANCEMENT FUNCTION A. Enhancement in noise
The purpose of the enhancement function is to amplify weak subband coefficients c in each subband i more than stronger ones, regardless of their sign. It will hence be nonlinear, odd, and monotonically increasing. but with decreasing slope as lcl gets large. Denoting the enhanced subband coef;ficients by 6, the enhancement operation can be written as 6:l;(c), where L;(c) is the enhancement function, or, in terms of an amplification CF,(c), as 
(s)
As the aim is to enhance contrast rather than density, this lype of enhancement is applied to the high-pass level and all bandpass levels of the pyramid, but not to the low-pass level.
The enhancement function L;(c) and hence also the amplification CFi(c) are often a composite of two or more functions defined over adjacent intervals of c, with L;(c) respectively CF;(c) being continuous but only piecewise differentiable.lz'l3 We argue here that especially to reduce undesired amplification of noise for any given operating point on the enhancement function, CF;(c) should be free of steep slopes and bends.l6't7 In R"ft. 16 and 17, it is shown that this rype of noise amplification can be kept low if a smooth amplification function is chosen, the derivative of which does not take too large values. For the same reason, we decided against genuine denoising by shrinking small coefficients, since the necessary transition from amplification to attenuation rmplies a rather steep slope. We therefore use an amplification function which is differentiable for all c * 0, since this ensures linear amplification of infinitesimal coefficient fluctuations at each operating point.
In addition to these considerations, we have sought to separately control amplification of subband coefflcients c close to zero, which often-but not always-represent noise only.
B. The gain function (structure boost) When combining the above considerations with the requirement of backward compatibility, the contrast amplification function-in the following also termed structure äoosf-should meet the following criteria:
For large contrasts the function should have a constant value CF; according to (4). (ri)
For contrast values close to zero the function should approach CFr+G, , Gi>O.G, defines the additional gain for weak contrasts within subband image l. For G;:0, 0<i<n-2, structure boost is disabled and our algorithm behaves like linear unsharp-masking in Fig. 1. (üi)
The function should be smooth everywhere, especiallv for small contrast values c.
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An amplification function complying with these criteria is given by which is shown in Fig. 5 for several values of G;. The enhancement in addition to the linear factor CF; is restricted to contrasts between zero and the transition amplitude cs. CF;(c) is differentiable for all c*0, including c: -+-c0. The gain G; allows a smooth transition towards the linear unsharp-masking processing. The exponent p defines how fast the amplification decreases towards CF; for increasing lcl. es desired, p does not influence the amplification of contrast values close to zero which is determined by G;. It can therefore be used to control the amount of weak structure enhancement while being to some extent robust against noise amplification. As it turned out during clinical evaluations, making G and p adjustable is of practical use, whereas for the transition amplitude c0 a constant value can be chosen, which depends only on type of imaging system used.
IV. NOISE CONTAINMENT
A. The noise problem
Noise in radiographs stems from a variety of sources, including quantum noise, structure noise of the detector, light photon shot noise, electrical noise, and quantization noise.3'18'1e The noise power spectrum (NPS) depends on the incident x-ray dose and on spatial frequency. Quantum noise, for instance, is Poisson distributed and low-pass filtered by the imaging system's modulation transfer function (MTp;.:'u-zl With respect to our enhancement algorithm, the following effects are of major concern: first, the distribution of the total noise power over the scales is determined by both NPS and bandwidth of the scales. Since the pyramid divides both spatial frequency axes into octaves, the finest scale i:0 represents about three-quarters of the original spectral bandwidth, scale i: 1 about 3116, and so on. Due to their large bandwidths, most of the noise power will hence be found in the finest scales, despite the drop-off ofthe NPS over higher spatial frequencies. Second, the Poissonian naFtc. 6. Qualitative plot of subjective noise visibility dependent on signal activity taking into account physical presence of noise. The spatial frequency is subdivided into n octaves according to the subband images S,y, Sr , ..., Sn-2, 1s(n-t) . ture of quantum noise implies that noise variance is higher in regions with higher incident x-ray dose. Subsequent nonlinear processing stages profoundly alter this signal dependence. In the mentioned SPS imaging system, the detected images are subjected to a logarithmic gain curve and their intensities inverted.ls'1e'21 The overall result is that noise power is strongest in regions of low optical density, which are displayed as bright regions. Noise hence affects our enhancement algorithm predominantly in those regions of the finest scales which correspond to low optical density. Subjectively, noise is most strongly visible in areas of weak or no texture-caused intensity fluctuations ('.activity"). These results are qualitatively summarized in Fig. 6 . In the next section, we discuss a noise containment strategy which keeps noise amplification within acceptable limits without losing the benefits of weak structure enhancement.
Realization of noise containment
The basic idea to noise containment is to apply less enhancement to noise-sensitive regions of the parameter space, viz. to areas in the finest subbands corresponding to low optical density and activity. A convenient way of implementation is to fust fully enhance each subband image, and then to gradually blend in the unprocessed subband before the entire radiograph is reconstructed. The degree ä of blend-in depends on the subband index I (which corresponds to spatial frequency), local image density, and local activity. A block diagram of the algorithm is given in Fig. 7 . The enhanced subband S;,tuuy "nr, and the original subband S;.o.i, nre weighted and added according to S;.* .nr,(x,y): b oG,y). b eQ,y). S;.n uy ",1(x,y) + (l -b p(x,y). ä,r(x,y)). S;.o;s(r,]),,r., providing a noise robust pixel value S;.*.n6(x,y). The density-and activity-dependent factors beQ,i and b p(x,y) determine the weight of the enhanced subband in (7).
The described method is easy to implement and the concept works regardless of the type (linear, nonlinear, ...) of the enhancement filter. In addition, it is easily adapted when the properties of noise change. for instance when using a differ- ent type of acquisition system. Most important, a subband coefficient is never attenuated below its original, unprocessed value. The local density measure M p can easily be retrieved from the expanded and enhanced image of the next lower level of the pyramid /en,s(i+l)exp. Similarly, a local activity measure M4 can be calculated within each subband, e.g., by standard deviation, local entropy, or similar measures. An example of äp versus M p is given in Fig. 8 . The densitydependent weighting factor bp is one in dark areas (high optical density), corresponding to full contrast enhancement. Starting at a critical density value M p., it decreases over the interval AMp towards a value äp,-io corresponding to a residual enhancement. This transition, however, depends on the subband: whereas in high-frequency subbands for low densities a reduction of enhancement might be necessary, it will not be needed in lower-frequency subbands with better signal-to-noise ratios. For ba versus M4 similar considerations hold. Activity measures can be calculated using, for instance. the standard deviation or one-dimensional Ftc. 11. Sacrum processed with standard unsharp-masking algorithm.
histogram-based measures Like information (negative entropy) or energy.
B. Equalization
From a technical point of view, equal treatment of all subbands in nonlinear multiscale processing provides excellent detail representation without preferring any specific spatial frequencies. Therefore, one might expect that this processing, unlike unsharp masking,6'22 does not need any examination specific parametrization.l3 On the other hand, the splining of the image into subbands provides the option of a subtle differentiation between the processing of specific subbands, in the following denoted as equalization. On closer examination it becomes obvious that equalization could be beneficial from a diagnostic point of view:
Adaptation of processing to diagnostic interest: In many cases only details of a certain size are of diagnostic interest. In such cases too much superimposing 61 Tlsls I. Processing parameters of standard processing (CF*:1.5, SF*:2.'r, small box kernel of size 3x3 pixels, large box kernel of size 201 x201 pixels) for sacrum image mapped to multiscale processing according to Eq. (4) and Fig. 4 . Spatial resolution: 5 pixeVmm, pyramid kernel: 3X3 binomial, number of subbands: 8. For gain G:0, the exponent p has no effect ("undefined"). Adaptation of processing to actual information content of the image: Detail information is not distributed equally over all subbands for all examinations. For some examinations certain subbands hardly contribute. Enhancement of these subbands only carries the risk of enhancing noise. (iü) Subjective improvement of image quality. Equalization allows modification of the global impression of the image without necessarily affecting the visibility of details. Our clinical experiences show that, for many examinations, the preferred processing result could not be achieved with equal treatment of all subbands. This taste aspect may have some relevance for the acceptance of the processing algorithm.
The most prominent effect can be achieved by a subbanddependent modification of the linear factor CF. However, Ftc. 12. Sacrum processed with multiscale algorithm
Medicaf Physics, Yol.27, No.1, January 2000 this implies the risk of producing artifacts: preference of high frequencies could produce overshoots at steep edges,z suppression of very low frequencies could reverse the density gradientl3 and therefore distort diagnostically relevant information. Applying the equalization only to the strucfure boost part of function (6) allows the above-mentioned requirements to be met without producing visible artifacts. Through the gain factor G; the effects of noise in the different subbands can be directly taken into account, namely by reducing noise amplification in subbands without relevant detail information. Figure 9 shows three subband-dependent plots of the contrast amplification functions which we determined during clinical trials as most relevant:
(a) Equal treatment of all subbands seems adequate for images where the diagnostic interest is equally distributed from very small to large details. Superposition effects should not be reduced but structures of different sizes should become easier to distinguish. Boosting of the noise level may irritate in some regions of the image. In this case the noise compensation mechanism proved to be a suitable countermeasure. Typical examples are lateral spine images. (b) Preference of higher spatial frequencies provides a sharper image impression. This seems adequate for images where the diagnostic interest is mainly in small details like bone texture. Stronger enhancement of lower frequencies increases distracting density variations resulting from superposed soft tissue. This holds for examinations of the extremities, especially for hands and feet. Some boosting of noise was accepted because noise is masked by high-frequency texture information. (c) Preference of lower spatial frequencies seems adequate for many examinations of the trunk (e.g., pelvis, abdomen), where the images contain few small sized details of diagnostic interest. This type of enhancement is a good means to prevent too much noise amplification (see Fig. 6 ). Clinicians judged this to give a threedimensional impression to the images. Pelvis images, for instance, were found to look similar to conventional (analog) radiographs without losing the advantage of better exploitation of the available dynamic range. The multiscale algorithm was implemented on a clinical prototype linked to a PCR 9000 computed radiography system, as depicted in Fig. 10 . PCR 9000 standard processing, described in Sec. II, is bypassed by a module performing the nonlinear multiscale processing. Image acquisition (PCR 9000 image plate reader) including preranging of the images, determination of printer gray-scale look-up table, as well as the HCU (Imation DryView 8700 Laser Imager) are shared by both types of processing, allowing a direct comparison of old and new processing.
The multiscale processing consists of a nonlinear contrast remapping operation according to (6), individually parametrized for each subband image. For the three uppermost subbands noise containment (see Sec. IV) was implemented, where only the density-dependent part was included. During our clinical trials we sought to optimize the parametrization of the multiscale processing according to the comments of experienced radiolo-eists. Parametrization of the standard processing was considered as being optimized through years of routine clinical use. Two representative results are given in the following:
B. Sacrum, lateral view
The unprocessed image exhibits very poor contrast and low signal to noise ratio, caused in part by disturbing superpositions of the pelvis and soft tissue. Standard processing improves the image impression only marginally, and is noticably limited by noise (Fig. 11) . The processing parameters can be found in Table I . The parameters for the multiscale processing after optimization are given in Table II . Radiologists said multiscale processing provides an improved detail representation, e.g., bone contour representation, without disturbing boost of noise (Fig. 12) . The preferred enhancement of the larger details was selected, because few small-sized details of diagnostic interest can be found in the image. Stronger enhancement of fine scales would only boost the noise level without bringing more detail information into the image. and lower boundary areas. In the upper boundary area the shoulder blades cause disturbing superpositions, while in the lower boundary area the large density transition between lung and abdominal cavity must be handled. In both boundary areas, high noise levels degrade the image impression. Additionally, superpositions of bodies of vertebrae by ribs and pulmonary vessels hamper diagnosis. The parameters for the multiscale processing are given in Table ltr . Radiologists said multiscale processing facilitates to distinguish vertebrae from superimposing structures, such as pulmonary vessels. Equal treatment of all scales is appropriate because diagnosFtc. 13. Dorsal spine processed with multiscale algorithm with noise contalnment.
Ftc. 14. Pixelwise difference image (contrast stretched) between dorsal spine images processed with and without noise containment, i.e., critical density Mp..=O for all subbands. Evidently, noise containment reduces noise boosting in image areas near the upper and lower image edge, without compromising enhancement of other parts of the image. tic interest targets small details, such as posterior edges of vertebrae, as well as larger details like bodies of vertebrae themselves. Unacceptable noise boosting on the finest scales, particularly in the bright regions of the upper and lower parts of this radiograph, could successfully be prevented through the noise containment feature (Figs. 13 and 14) . More examples can be found in Ref. 23.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We developed a new nonlinear multiscale algorithm that can be derived from unsharp masking-based standard processing. Backward compatibility enables reuse of processing know-how acquired on current standard processing and eases acceptance of the new algorithm. Particular attention was paid to noise robustness.
First clinical trials strongly indicate that a suitable design of the subband processing yields an improved detail visibility for a broad spectrum of routine radiographs without unacceptable boostin-e of noise. We note, however, that the achievable quality enhancement appears to depend on the Medicaf Physics, Vol.27, No. 1, January 2000 64 rype of examination. For some examinations like hand, results from standard processing were already close to optimum,z3 since no hidden details could be made better visible.
Detectors of the next generation as, e.9., solid state detectors, will bring further improvements with respect to versatility, signal-to-noise ratio, dynamic range, and spatial resolution. 3'15'24'25 'Ihese detectors are likely to encounter similar challenges in terms of image processing and rendering, so that we expect the algorithm described here to help exploit the full potential of these detectors.
